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ClO2 : Chlorine-Dioxide, O-Cl-O
------------------------------If you have recently been inoculated with the big four COVID-19
vaccines, and are feeling and sensing buyers remorse this protocol is
for you. This protocol is also known as MMS, referring to the name of
a intermediary Chlorine containing compound. MMS is not Methyl
Methane-Sulfonate, and MMS is also not Miracle Mineral Supplement, but
according the Dr. who we here are referring to, MMS stands for :
MMS : NaClO2 = Sodium Chlorite + Activator (Citric Acid) (name by Jim Humble)
https://andreaskalcker.com/en/cds-clo2/abbreviations-and-meanings-mms-cds.html
While inhaling ClO2 vapor generated from Chlorox and your urine, you
can clear your airways from COVID-19. When your inoculated with a
COVID-19 vaccine, the COVID-19 virus/vaccine/protein can be anywhere in
your body. If the ClO2 molecules could visit all parts of your body, it
would do the trick. Sadly ClO2 is a gas vapor only.
One can, however, store the active ClO2 molecules inside a mineral water
solution which can be drinked, when taking care the concentrations are
correct [2][7]. When you have this mineral water solution with ClO2
all essential body parts will be visited with the active ClO2
molecules. The human body has a water percentage ranging from 50% up to
75%.
For further details visit the webpage [8] and make sure to watch Dr.
Kalcker's two rumble videos [1][2]:
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https://rumble.com/vhrnh9-forbidden-cure-andreas-kalcker.html
https://rumble.com/vflssx-how-to-make-cds-by-andreas-kalcker.html
https://www.andreaskalcker.com/
https://andreaskalcker.com/en/cds-clo2/protocolos-cds.html
https://elopage.com/s/naturalbiophysics/basic-course-clo2/
https://andreaskalcker.com/en/training-courses-and-books/books.html
https://www.stopworldcontrol.com/downloads/science/cds.pdf
Biophysicist Andreas Kalcker: Chlorine Dioxide is a 100% effective
cure for covid
Wednesday, November 17, 2021 5:41
https://beforeitsnews.com/eu/2021/11/biophysicist-andreas-kalcker-chlorine-dioxide-is-a100-effective-cure-for-covid-2679383.html
[9] https://theuniversalantidote.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/The-Universal-AntidoteInteractive-Reference-Guidebook.pdf
"Chlorine dioxide was used to safely sterilize the senate offices
after an anthrax attack in Washington DC in 2001 and it has been
used to safely clean up Ebola virus hot zones."
-- Emma Young NewScientist, NSRDEC Public Affairs U.S. Army Research,
Development and Engineering Command (RDECOM) p.16
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